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CharleS tilly memorably wrote that “war made the state, and 
the state made war.”1 there is a compelling logic behind his 

maxim. according to bellicist theory, wars made states because wars 
were expensive. in a quest to survive these existential struggles, rulers 
would borrow money to fight wars and then afterward strengthen tax 
institutions to pay off their debts.2 the key causal mechanism in belli-
cist theory—the revenue imperative—has a clear implication: for those 
polities that persisted in europe’s martial crucible, one should find 
leaders who strengthened tax institutions and expanded the sources 
from which they obtained revenue.

rulers have good reasons to repay their debts because rising debt 
loads have predictable ramifications, which include higher borrowing 
costs, downward pressure on currencies, and expectations of future in-
flation. inflation can imperil rulers because it reduces people’s purchas-
ing power and can spiral—two developments that leaders, especially 
those with limited capacity to contain popular uprisings, would like to 
avoid. in addition, inflation exasperates capitalists, the very people to 
whom rulers may turn for financing if hostilities break out in the future. 
rulers can reduce these pitfalls by strengthening and diversifying tax 
institutions. 

But when we analyze episodes of ferocious warfare in and be-
yond europe, we find that despite similar strains on treasuries, not all 

 * We are thankful for the valuable suggestions and guidance to improve this article made by the 
editors and anonymous reviewers of World Politics, Cesi Cruz, Barry gills, Matt hendricks, travis 
lowe, herman Schwartz, Chad Settle, Jeff Seward, rudy Sil, hillel Soifer, and Brian d. taylor.

1 tilly 1975, 42.
2 See especially tilly 1992.
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 paying for war & building states 367

governments built strong tax institutions to deal with wartime debt. 
We identify a type of political coalition that impeded the creation of 
strong, diversified tax institutions, even though such institutions help 
rulers and, by extension, their coalitional allies, to acquire the resources 
to win wars. our finding is significant because it questions the ubiquity 
of the main causal mechanism underlying bellicist theory. We find a 
consistent coalitional pattern to account for why fiscal states sometimes 
failed to emerge amid circumstances that should have produced them.

the coalitional politics surrounding debt service can help explain 
why leaders may not strengthen tax institutions after costly wars. We 
posit that fiscal-institution building will occur when it assists the pri-
vate economic interests of a country’s ruling coalition. We differentiate 
between the “net creditors” (net lenders) and “net debtors” (net borrow-
ers) in a country’s credit market. net creditors should support fiscal di-
versification and institution building because these actions help ensure 
debt service, stifle inflationary pressures, and support the value of credi-
tors’ outstanding loans. By contrast, net debtors receive a relative gain 
from inflation and currency depreciation because these things reduce 
the effective interest rate on their debts. net debtors should therefore 
be relatively indifferent to debt servicing and less willing to strengthen 
tax institutions. the composition of a country’s ruling political coali-
tion can account in part for why leaders may not respond to the fiscal 
exigencies of warfare as expected by bellicist theory.

We examine a few historical cases and complement them with quan-
titative analysis to gauge how the politics surrounding debt service af-
fects state building. first, we analyze three cases from early modern 
europe. We juxtapose england and france—two archetypical examples 
of bellicist theory—to show how different political coalitions caused a 
dramatic divergence in fiscal policies and institutions during the mo-
mentous eighteenth century. Between 1688 and 1789, england under-
went a fiscal revolution, while france stubbornly maintained outmoded 
taxing schemes. yet the ruling coalitions in both countries included 
government creditors. the key difference was coalition members’ other 
economic interests. in england, government creditors were also net 
lenders in the broader credit market, and they demanded prudent fiscal 
policy. But france’s main government creditors—landed noblemen—
were net debtors overall. they gained economically from the crown’s 
fiscal disorderliness and feeble tax institutions. We then analyze the 
protracted collapse of the Poland-lithuania Commonwealth (1600–
1721), one of europe’s grand powers. despite frequent and expensive 
wars, a ruling coalition of debtor nobles authorized only intermittent 
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3 Stasavage 2002; Stasavage 2007.

taxes and refused to cede tax prerogatives to the crown. their intransi-
gence facilitated the commonwealth’s implosion.

We buttress these case-study findings with some suggestive quanti-
tative analysis of revenue extraction in six european polities between 
1650 and 1800. We find a consistent link between net-creditor coali-
tions and the growth of per capita tax revenues. our findings remain 
robust when considering factors such as warfare and urbanization rates, 
which are stressed in the existing literature. our quantitative analysis 
implies that the coalitional dynamics we identify in england, france, 
and Poland-lithuania may not have been restricted to those polities.

last, we move beyond europe to consider whether our framework 
enriches explanations of state building in the developing world. We pre- 
sent a case study of argentina (1864–98) in the aftermath of the costly 
War of the triple alliance (1864–70), which approximated the geopo-
litical conditions of early modern europe. We illustrate how a power-
ful group of debtor ranchers refused to overhaul tax institutions after 
the war, even though British merchants (the country’s net creditors) 
pleaded with them to do so. as in our european cases, the private eco-
nomic interests of the ruling coalition members swayed postwar fiscal 
policy. in argentina, those interests stunted institutional development.

our emphasis on the coalitional politics of fiscal policy extends in-
sights on state formation. first, our conceptual distinction between net 
creditors and net debtors helps to explain why strong states did not 
emerge when geopolitical and fiscal pressures suggest they ought to 
have. Second, we analyze cases that other scholars have categorized in 
each of tilly’s state-building ideal types and find that their outcomes 
were not due to the relative balance of capital and coercion. third, 
we build upon david Stasavage’s insight that the coalitional inclusion 
of government creditors reduces borrowing costs for sovereigns.3 We 
study whether the coalitional inclusion of public creditors also results in 
fiscal-institution building and conclude that the latter hinges on their 
broader credit-market activity. in doing so, we identify conditions un-
der which government creditors might welcome, or at least grudgingly 
tolerate, actions injurious to their public loans. our conceptual distinc-
tion can help make sense of situations, such as ancien régime france, in 
which government creditors seem to behave oddly. overall, our article 
strives to enrich bellicist theory, which is compelling, but somewhat 
functionalist.
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 paying for war & building states 369

the coalitional politics of paying for war

around 1500, warfare changed. armies increasingly used gunpowder, 
muskets, and moveable cannons, giving offensive tactics an advantage 
over defensive strategies. the “military revolution” shifted warfare to-
ward large and expensive infantry-based conflicts.4 When conflict 
erupted, rulers faced both a short-term and a long-term fiscal problem. 
in the short term, they needed to quickly raise funds to fight wars. 
War expenses outstripped ordinary revenue and could not realistically 
be paid with extraordinary taxes, so leaders turned to holders of liquid 
capital. debt was the most important, though not the only, way that 
rulers financed their wars. at first, public debt had short-term maturi-
ties, but by the end of the sixteenth century, most european polities 
used long-term debt.5

after wars ended, rulers had to deal with their debt. Some leaders 
diversified and strengthened their tax apparatus to do so. By diversified, 
we mean the imposition of new types of taxes that expand the revenue 
sources available to the state. States that scholars recognize as weak 
tend to rely on easy-to-obtain revenue, such as tributes, rents, or trade 
flows. Strong states usually collect taxes that require more administra-
tive prowess, such as consumption, property, or personal income taxes. 
By institutional strengthening, we mean increasing state oversight of 
revenue extraction. States that depend on easy forms of revenue often 
rely on nonstate agents, such as tax farmers, to collect taxes. Such situ-
ations are rife with principal-agent problems. as governments replace 
local elites with state agents as tax collectors, they enhance their ability 
to capture revenues that notables previously siphoned off for them-
selves. governments also lay the groundwork for the administrative 
monitoring and enforcement needed to extract more elusive forms of 
revenue.6 diversifying and strengthening tax institutions are momen-
tous state-building projects.

these institutional developments were part of the ratchet effect in 
many countries, whereby wartime taxes and spending continued af-
ter hostilities ended. debt-service obligations played a big role in the 
ratchet effect, and rulers had two compelling reasons to repay their 
debts. first, diligent debt service signaled to capital holders that a 
leader was a reliable borrower, which made it easier to get loans in the 

4 tilly 1992, 76–83. “Military revolution” coined by Michael roberts; see roberts 1967.
5 Stasavage 2011, 25–38. in addition to debt, rulers enacted extraordinary taxes, extracted forced 

loans, sold state property, and so on.
6 lieberman 2002; tilly 1992, 87–89. 
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future.7 Second, growing debt loads can have negative macroeconomic 
ramifications, such as currency depreciation and inflation. (the main 
alternatives to debt financing, such as monetary expansion and currency 
debasement, have similar effects.) inflation reduces people’s purchas-
ing power and can spiral, and may destabilize politics. leaders want 
to avoid political destabilization, especially when they have limited ca-
pabilities to suppress popular uprisings. rulers can mitigate the prob-
lems associated with rising debt loads by building a stronger and more 
diversified tax apparatus. fiscal diversification promotes stable revenue 
flows, helps ensure debt service, and thereby dampens inflationary pres-
sures.8 hence, wars build states partly through the creation of new tax 
institutions.9 this logic is so widely accepted that many scholars argue 
that tepid bellicist pressures in much of the developing world explain 
why state building there has been underwhelming.10 

But although leaders commonly used debt to finance military cam-
paigns, they varied remarkably in their willingness to diligently ser-
vice it once wars ended. researchers have not thoroughly explained 
why. tilly remarks that the ratchet effect did “not occur universally,” 
but he does not delve deeply into the matter.11 Miguel Centeno notes,  
“Many european countries initially used debt to pay for wars and later 
taxed in order to meet their obligations. What distinguishes latin 
america is that the fiscal reckoning never came . . . [and instead] 
fueled unproductive cycles of speculation and ruin.”12 Why some rul-
ers built tax institutions to deal with postwar debt while others did not 
remains an open question.13

We contend that the makeup of a country’s ruling coalition permeates 
the politics surrounding debt service and the construction of tax insti-
tutions.14 after all, the social actors that form a political coalition can 
have a variety of economic interests that are affected differently by the 

7 rulers could try to signal their creditworthiness in other ways, such as providing capital holders 
political representation and influence over fiscal policy. But in the absence of such things, capital hold-
ers compensated by charging higher risk premia when lending or simply refusing to lend (Stasavage 
2011). 

8 Baldacci and Kumar 2010; Catão and terrones 2005. 
9 tilly 1992, 89.
10 See Centeno 1997 and Centeno 2002 on latin america, and herbst 2000 on africa. Some 

scholars maintain that the state-building exemplars outside of europe, such as the united States and 
certain east asian countries, fared well because they confronted more hostile external environments. 
Pollack 2009; Stubbs 1999.

11 tilly 1992, 89.
12 Centeno 1997, 1586.
13 yun-Casalilla 2012.
14 We have a mainstream view of political coalitions as groups of social actors who support a 

“leader” and tend to receive benefits in return. riker 1962, 10–12, 102–8.
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 paying for war & building states 371

macroeconomic implications of rising debt loads. Some actors believe  
postwar debt service will assist their economic goals, whereas others believe 
theirinterests will be better served by halfhearted debt servicing. these 
preferences become manifest in fiscal policy and institutional outcomes.

Many studies demonstrate that ruling coalition members tailor policy 
to their distributive benefit. for instance, the united States has financed 
its wars differently—sometimes with taxes, other times with debt—de-
pending on the partisan coalition in charge.15 and legislators’ personal 
economic interests can affect their policy preferences. in a 2011 vote, 
uS congressional members who had relatively more money invested in 
the stock market than their colleagues were more likely to vote to raise 
the country’s debt ceiling, regardless of their party affiliation.16 Stasav-
age shows that in medieval and early modern europe, when leaders 
of city-states gave merchants formal political representation, they bor-
rowed more cheaply. When merchants could use representative assem-
blies to influence fiscal policy, they did not need to charge as high a risk 
premium.17 it mattered whether government creditors were politically 
powerful or marginalized.

We consider how public lending was situated among social actors’ 
other economic pursuits. Social actors’ preferences on fiscal policy were 
not influenced merely by whether they lent to the government because 
it was not their sole activity in the credit market. government creditors 
naturally wanted their loans repaid, but other things weighed on them, 
too. We argue that the social actors’ overall position in the credit mar-
ket—whether they were net creditors or net debtors—more strongly 
affected their preferences on fiscal policy and institution building. the 
macroeconomic implications of fiscal policy, such as the inflation rate, 
mattered more than the repayment of particular public loans because 
macroeconomic changes affected all their credit-market activity.

net creditors are net lenders in a credit market, meaning that they 
are owed more money than they owe to others. they fear inflation and 
currency depreciation because these things push down the effective in-
terest rates on their outstanding loans and produce a relative economic 
loss. net creditors therefore desire dedicated public debt service, even 
if they do not loan the government money. they should be disposed 
to fiscal diversification and institution building. historically, merchants 
and other urban capitalists were prominent financiers of wars. fiscal 
diversification would have buttressed their lending activities and shifted 

15 flores-Macías and Kreps 2013.
16 grose 2013.
17 Stasavage 2011, 90–93; Karaman and Pamuk 2013 echo his finding.
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the tax burden away from trade flows and toward landed wealth, which 
was often shielded from taxation. We expect that ruling coalitions that 
include net creditors will strengthen tax institutions after costly wars. 

net debtors—those who have borrowed more than they have lent—
are less inclined to support fiscal institution building. indifferent debt 
service can benefit them. inflation and currency depreciation reduce a 
loan’s effective interest rate and enable borrowers to pay off debt with 
money that is becoming less valuable. Borrowers profit in such circum-
stances. Consequently, net debtors should be relatively unconcerned 
with diligent public debt service, even if they have lent the government 
money. landed elites are a prime historical example of net debtors, and 
they may be content with flimsy tax institutions for other reasons, as 
well. first, large landowners sometimes appropriate economic surplus 
directly from their tenant farmers, rather than through market mecha-
nisms, and are sheltered from the corrosive effects of inflation.18 Second, 
when landowners export their produce, inflation and depreciation make 
their goods cheaper abroad. third, in europe and the developing world 
historically, landed wealth was taxed less than trade flows. landed elites 
might fear that diversifying and strengthening tax institutions could 
mean new taxes for them and more government intrusion onto their 
estates. We expect that ruling coalitions led by net debtors will oppose, 
or at least not actively promote, strengthening fiscal institutions.

We do not claim that all postwar fiscal behavior can be reduced to 
our coalitional distinction, but we believe that this distinction can en-
rich current theories. first, there is no functional relationship between 
war, fiscal pressures, and state building. the geopolitical context in our 
case studies should have fostered what timothy Besley and torsten 
Persson call “common-interest” states—states in which rulers devote 
substantial resources to build fiscal capacity; yet we detail how ruling 
coalition members’ interests instead often led to meager fiscal-capacity 
investments.19 europe’s endemic wars in the early modern period might 
have inclined governments to build fiscal states, but they did not guar-
antee it. Second, the missing ingredient is not social structural, such as 
the balance of capital and coercion. english and french state building 
diverged in the eighteenth century despite shared geopolitical pressures 
and broadly similar social structures.20 our coalitional analysis moves 
beyond functionalism and structural determinism.

18 Schwartz 1989, 13–14.
19 Besley and Persson, 2011, 56–62.
20 tilly 1992, 151–59, considers both countries to be part of the “capitalized-coercion” state forma-

tion trajectory.
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 paying for war & building states 373

last, although we use Stasavage’s research as a point of departure, 
we analyze different outcomes. he concentrates on how coalitional 
politics affected leaders’ borrowing costs, as well as on how public debt 
promoted greater political representation.21 he shows that england’s 
borrowing costs declined not because of the institutional changes from 
the glorious revolution, but rather because government creditors were 
later brought into the ruling coalition.22 We examine related develop-
ments: the diversification and strengthening of fiscal institutions. in 
england, once government creditors gained power, they moved toward 
a fiscal state. this development aided public debt service and buttressed 
their position as net creditors. We highlight this broader credit market 
position to make sense of seemingly perplexing behavior in other cases. 
in france, for instance, the government’s creditors who were nobles 
tolerated defaults and currency debasements because they were simul-
taneously net debtors and they could gain from such actions, even if 
their public loans were annulled. french merchants, who lent less to 
the crown but were net creditors, bemoaned these actions. overall, our 
distinction between net-creditor and net-debtor coalitions can help to 
explain why similar wartime fiscal pressures may yield divergent post-
war state building.

the politics of debt service 
and fiscal institutions in europe

our evidence comes from four comparative historical case studies, en- 
gland, france, the Poland-lithuania Commonwealth, and argentina, 
and a quantitative analysis of revenue extraction in early modern europe. 
the politics surrounding debt guided fiscal policy in our case studies. in 
england (1688–1789), the key public lenders were net creditors in the 
broader credit market who pressed for fiscal reform once they gained 
power. But in france (1688–1789), the key public creditors were net 
debtors overall who eschewed reform because they benefitted from the 
state’s fiscal debility. We go beyond this archetypical comparison to ex-
amine our claims outside of Western europe. in the Poland-lithuania  
Commonwealth, debtor magnates were the crown’s main wartime credi-
tors, yet they refused regular, institutionalized taxation to buoy the trea-
sury. following our quantitative evidence on europe, we analyze the 
aftermath of the War of the triple alliance, latin america’s grandest 
war. We show how debtor ranchers in argentina (1864–98) spurned 

21 Stasavage 2002; Stasavage 2003; Stasavage 2007; Stasavage 2011.
22 Stasavage 2002; Stasavage 2007; cf. north and Weingast 1989.
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fiscal reform despite the state’s mounting debt service obligations and 
associated macroeconomic problems. We find a consistent relationship 
between coalition type and fiscal development. 

one way to read our case studies is as a parallel demonstration of 
theory that seeks to “repeatedly demonstrate [a theory’s] fruitfulness” 
in different historical settings.23 or, from the standpoint of causal infer-
ence, our analyses conform to what John gerring calls a set of “diverse” 
cases, which vary on independent and dependent variables.24 on the 
basis of Monte Carlo experiments, Michael herron and Kevin Quinn 
conclude that diverse case studies are among the best strategies to un-
cover tendencies in a broader population of interest.25 the english case 
provides longitudinal variation because the change to a creditor-led 
coalition impelled fiscal diversification and institutional strengthen-
ing. the french and Polish-lithuanian cases highlight our conceptual 
distinction between actors’ public lending and their overall credit- 
market position. the key public creditors in these cases were content 
with flimsy fiscal institutions because they were net debtors overall. 
and the argentine case illustrates how net debtors and net creditors 
clashed over fiscal policy, even as they agreed on most other issues. 

across these cases, prevailing theories, such as the intensity of war-
fare or the balance of capital and coercion, cannot account for their 
fiscal trajectories. for instance, each polity we examine was enmeshed 
in perilous military conflict. Bellicist theory expects that a stronger tax 
apparatus should have emerged in each case. the wars in eighteenth-
century Western europe were “unlike anything england [and france] 
had experienced since the hundred years War, and they placed the 
central government under tremendous financial and administrative 
pressure.”26 Seventeenth-century Poland-lithuania was engaged in re-
peated and weighty conflicts, including the thirty years’ War, which 
“became the benchmark to measure all later wars.”27 and although in-
terstate war has been less common in latin america, the War of the 
triple alliance’s “length, intensity of passion, logistical challenges, and 
consequences . . . (have) no equal” in latin american history. it was 
“the one dog of war that definitely did bark.”28 

in terms of social structure, england and france were in europe’s 
zone of “capitalized coercion,” where capital-rich cities existed alongside 

23 Skocpol and Somers 1980, 176–78.
24 gerring 2007, 97–99.
25 herron and Quinn 2016.
26 ertman 1997, 208.
27 Wilson 2009, 5.
28 Centeno 2002, 56.
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 paying for war & building states 375

sizable agrarian hinterlands. they were broadly similar when compared 
with sprawling “coercion-intensive” agrarian realms or tiny “capital- 
intensive” city-states. nevertheless, england and france diverged 
during the momentous eighteenth century. Poland-lithuania epito-
mized europe’s coercion-intensive zone, in which warfare should have 
spawned a bulky tax apparatus.29 instead, ruling nobles’ internecine 
squabbles doomed the commonwealth. as for argentina, fernando 
lópez-alves judges that it “came the closest to [the capital-intensive] 
pattern” of state building in latin america because Buenos aires did 
not secure its supremacy over the interior provinces until 1862.30 Before 
then, “argentina” was effectively coterminous with the capital city and 
nearby countryside. the balance of capital and coercion may have dif-
fered markedly in france, Poland-lithuania, and argentina, but their 
net debtor coalitions responded analogously to postwar fiscal pressures. 
We present this evidence in three stages: (1) our european case studies, 
(2) our quantitative analysis of early modern europe, and (3) the case 
study of argentina, which extends our analysis to the developing world. 

net creditors propel fiscal institution building in england, 
1688–1789

We begin our case studies by examining england’s fiscal revolution 
from 1688 to 1789.31 during this era, england fought three substantial 
wars: the nine years’ War (1688–97), the War of the Spanish Succession 
(1701–14), and the Seven years’ War (1754–63). the wars propelled major 
increases in government spending, the growth of long-term public debt, 
and a dramatic change in fiscal policies and institutions.32 We emphasize 
how the Whig Supremacy (1715–60) marked the ascent of net creditors 
as leaders of the ruling political coalition and spurred england’s fiscal 
development—similar to how Stasavage shows this political watershed 
greatly reduced the Crown’s borrowing costs.33 (from 1688 to 1714 no 
party dominated politics.) the Whig Party represented the “monied 
interest,” the london-based merchants and financiers who invested 
in government debt, often through corporations such as the Bank of 
england. they were england’s net creditors. By contrast, landed inter-
ests were the core of the tory Party. tories did not typically purchase 

29 tilly 1992, 137–39, 159.
30 lópez-alves 2001, 158–59. 
31 england became part of the united Kingdom of great Britain in 1707, but we use “england” 

throughout for consistency.
32 Brewer 1989, 38–41.
33 Stasavage 2007.
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government debt and were net debtors in the private credit market.34 
We illustrate that two key fiscal developments, placing tax collection 
in the hands of state agents and proto-rationalization within the state, 
occurred once the Whigs solidified control.

in terms of fiscal administration, the english state was fairly weak 
in 1688, despite having formally ended tax farming of customs in 1671 
and excise taxes in 1683. yet the Crown continued to raise revenue in 
ways akin to tax farming. it appointed financiers to revenue agencies 
who, in turn, lent “large sums to the monarch in return for access to 
the constant flow of revenue remitted into their office.”35 although this 
practice ended around 1694, the excise and customs administrations 
were not immediately rationalized. Politicians considered them patron-
age outlets: “the struggle between whigs and tories to control public 
appointments, especially in the newly enlarged revenue departments, 
obstructed the proper workings of the bureaucracy.”36 the “customs 
service . . . continued to be handicapped by patronage and the survival 
of sinecures among all echelons of its higher management. . . . oppor-
tunities for corruption seem to have been built into the system.”37 and 
from 1693 to 1713, land taxes were the government’s largest revenue 
source. But administration of the land tax “was in the hands of local 
dignitaries . . . (who) were not answerable to a central board or office 
in london.”38 the state’s institutional prowess did not change signifi-
cantly in the first two decades after the glorious revolution.39

at the start of the case-study period, england’s fiscal state was em-
bryonic. england’s tax ratio (taxes ÷ national income) was around 3.5 
percent during the 1670s and 1680s.40 Mark dincecco calculates that 
england extracted 3.07 gold grams per capita in 1688, similar to france’s 
2.94 gold grams per capita that same year.41 this level of taxation was 
insufficient to fund england’s wars, which spurred extensive borrow-
ing between 1689 and 1714.42 the feebleness of the fiscal institutions 
worried public creditors; they wanted assurances that the Crown could 

34 Stasavage 2007, 125–30. See also Carruthers 1996, 49; de Krey 1985, 127–36; dickson 1967, 
249–303, 453.

35 Brewer 1989, 94.
36 Brewer 1989, 74. See also Plumb 1967, 126–27.
37 o’Brien and hunt 1999, 74.
38 Brewer 1989, 147; Brooks 1974.
39 Plumb 1967, 118, characterizes “the english system of finance and taxation” during the reigns 

of William iii and anne (1689–1714) as “incompetent, corrupt, ramshackle, antiquated, and ill 
disciplined.”

40 o’Brien 1988, 3. 
41 dincecco 2011, appendix a.1.
42 Carruthers 1996, 71–79.
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repay its debts.43 fiscal reform was therefore vital to attracting invest-
ment in creditor institutions, such as the Bank of england.44 

the causes of england’s spectacular fiscal and financial developments 
are intensely debated. as we note above, tilly stresses that england’s 
balance of coercion and capital produced an “uneasy alliance between 
landlords and merchants” that “fortified state power.”45 douglass north 
and Barry Weingast, however, emphasize institutional changes. they 
contend that new parliamentary oversight of the Crown following the 
glorious revolution enabled the government to credibly commit to 
debt repayment. Parliament controlled the budget, explicitly approved 
loans from the Bank of england, and earmarked taxes for their re-
payment. these institutional changes facilitated england’s sudden and 
massive growth of public debt.46 But Patrick o’Brien, a leading his-
torian of the english fiscal state, judges that Parliament was yielding: 
“neither the house of Commons nor the Courts played anything other 
than entirely circumscribed roles in the formulation and execution of 
the kingdom’s strategic, foreign, and imperial policies with their associ-
ated fiscal implications.”47 

We maintain that party politics, not warfare or parliamentary over-
sight per se, forged england’s fiscal revolution. in 1694, the govern-
ment created the Bank of england, which became the key government 
wartime lender. it was a particularly “Whiggish” institution because it 
was heavily subscribed by Whig Party partisans, especially merchants.48 
the Whigs were “preoccupied by methods of financing” the bank, and 
sought new excise taxes to that end.49 By contrast, the tories were less 
enthusiastic about wars, the bank, and taxation. landowners, the core 
of the tory Party, were england’s net debtors. they found that nothing 
“was easier to turn into coin than land,” and hence some landowners 
faced “the crushing, inexorable burden of debt.”50 tories often opposed 

43 Brewer 1989, 91–94; Carruthers 1996, 56–68; dickson 1967, 39–45.
44 Brewer 1989, 89; ertman 1997, 214; o’Brien 2011. yun-Casalilla and o’Brien 2012 emphasize 

that fiscal revolutions are a prerequisite for financial modernization. 
45 tilly 1992, 159.
46 north and Weingast 1989, especially 819–24. See Cox 2011 for a related, but distinct, explana-

tion based on ministerial responsibility rather than on veto points.
47 o’Brien 2011, 427. Plumb 1967, 113, n. 1, writes, “unlike all other government business, trea-

sury business scarcely, if ever, came before the Cabinet. in more than one thousand Cabinet memo-
randa that i have studied i have only come across two or three doubtful examples. treasury business 
was settled directly with the monarch by the lord treasurer or first lord.”

48 Brewer 1989, 207; Carruthers 1996, 139–46; de Krey 1985, 156–62; ertman 1997, 211–16; 
Stasavage 2003, 108–12.

49 Plumb 1967, 148–52.
50 Plumb 1955, 814; Cannadine 1977, 627–28; Mingay 1963, 36–37.
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wars because they led to higher taxes, which stressed landowners’ es-
tate operations. and higher taxes, in turn, increased the landowners’ 
demand for credit.51 yet at this time, war-making crowded out funds 
for mortgage lending.52 to landowners, the Bank of england and the 
burgeoning public debt market implied higher taxes and tighter credit, 
which together harmed their economic interests. as a sign of this strain, 
land sales tended to increase at the end of wars.53 in short, england’s 
parties differed on debt and taxation due to the interests encapsulated 
within them.

the differences in fiscal policy before and after the start of the Whig 
Supremacy illuminate this divide. england had three main taxes: land 
taxes, customs duties, and excise taxes. Before 1715, land taxes were the 
single most important source of government revenue.54 But local no-
tables controlled the land tax, and partly because of underassessments, 
land taxes could not realistically solve the state’s fiscal dilemma. nei-
ther could customs duties, because higher rates provoked smuggling. 
So Whigs advocated for new excise taxes.55 tories, however, “opposed 
them with such ferocity that the expansion of excise in William iii’s 
reign [1689–1702] was limited to a few new articles . . . and a small 
increase was . . . made in rates.” from 1706 to 1710, “when the tory 
party was in the ascendant . . . no new excises were imposed.”56 Stasav-
age notes that rather than raise more revenue, “some tories on occasion 
spoke openly of defaulting on government debt.”57

the Whig Supremacy ushered in two important fiscal changes. 
first, the Whigs diversified taxes and emphasized excise and stamp 
taxes, which became the backbone of the treasury (typically, about 50 
percent of revenue).58 Whigs wanted to reduce uncertainty surrounding 
public debt service. in policy debates, they “emphasized the necessity of 
dealing honourably with the national creditors,”59 and they used excise 
taxes to convert the state’s ballooning short-term unfunded obligations 
into long-term funded debts. until 1710, about 70 percent of the na-
tional debt was unfunded. By 1720, only 10 percent of it was unfunded. 
the “new taxes imposed to fund the debt became firmly embedded 

51 Mingay 1963, 38, 83, 116.
52 Mingay 1963, 40, 82; Quinn 2001. 
53 Mingay 1963, 38.
54 o’Brien and hunt 1999, 62–64; Brewer 1989, 95, 98. 
55 o’Brien 1988.
56 Plumb 1967, 149–50.
57 Stasavage 2007, 129.
58 o’Brien 1988, 9; o’Brien and hunt 1999, 62–64; Brewer 1989, 95, 98. 
59 dickson 1967, 31. Stasavage 2007 shows that england’s borrowing costs declined significantly 

once the Whig Party established political dominance.
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in the fiscal fabric of the state.”60 John Brewer notes that the repeal of 
an indirect tax, which was typically connected to particular long-term 
obligations, “would have been a gross breach of public confidence and 
a threat to the security of public credit.”61 the dominance of the Whig 
Party and the invigoration of the excise signaled that public debt would 
be met with ardent fiscal policy. 

Second, fiscal institutions grew stronger during the Whig Suprem-
acy. the state’s declining reliance on land taxes meant that state agents, 
rather than local notables, extracted revenue. this development less-
ened principal-agent problems. and as england’s fiscal apparatus grew, 
the new bureaucrats were more beholden to rational-legal precepts than 
were existing officeholders. the excise office became especially ratio-
nalized and constituted “one of the most professional and efficient bu-
reaucracies available to any government in europe.”62 also, single-party 
dominance ended the bureaucratic purges that accompanied oscilla-
tions in power. although the Whigs purged about 5 percent of excise 
officers in 1717, they refrained from doing so following the antigov-
ernment, Jacobite plot in 1723 and rebellion in 1745–46. george iii 
was likewise modest in his 1763 housecleaning, which partly aimed to 
remove old sinecurists from office.63 although the english bureaucracy 
included plenty of patronage, the character of fiscal administration had 
fundamentally changed.

these developments spurred a tremendous growth in tax revenues. 
england’s tax ratio went from about 4 percent in the 1670s–80s to 
12 percent in the 1790s.64 dincecco likewise estimates that england 
extracted four times the revenue, in gold grams per capita, in 1788 
compared with 1688 (12.87 versus 3.07).65 fiscal diversification and an 
increasingly rational-legal apparatus, especially in the excise, were be-
hind the growth in revenue. the bulk of these changes came during the 
Whig Supremacy, when net creditors dominated politics. furthermore, 
it mattered that england’s public creditors were also net creditors in the 
broader credit market. the usefulness of this distinction is best seen by 
juxtaposing england and france, where the key public creditors in the 
latter were net debtors overall.

60 Brewer 1989, 116–21, quotation 119.
61 Brewer 1989, 119.
62 o’Brien 1988, 28; Brewer 1989, 69–70; Plumb 1967, 108–18.
63 Brewer 1989, 65–79, 95–114.
64 o’Brien 1988, 3. 
65 dincecco 2011, appendix a.1.
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debtor nobles balk at fiscal reform in france, 1688–1789
france did not match the fiscal development of its geopolitical rival. 
france and england squared off in the nine years’ War and the War 
of Spanish Succession, which “brought the french crown to the point 
of bankruptcy.”66 to finance these wars, public debt ballooned to 600 
million livres by 1715, roughly 350 percent of annual revenue and 100 
percent of the gross national product.67 But after these conflicts france 
neither embarked on a fiscal revolution nor transformed its financial 
sector.68 Compared with england, france faced higher (and grow-
ing) borrowing costs and could not match its rival’s per capita military 
spending.69 We contend that france’s coalitional politics was the reason 
it did not strengthen its fiscal institutions. a powerful group of debtor 
nobles defeated the merchants—france’s net creditors who wanted 
fiscal reform—and stymied efforts to modernize the fiscal apparatus. 
after contextualizing the politics of debt and taxation in france, we il-
lustrate these struggles during two fiscal crises: the debates over a fleet-
ing income tax in the 1710s and over a proposed land tax in the 1760s. 

at the start of the case-study period, 1688, france’s institutional ca-
pacity was similar to england’s. france relied on tax farmers, thus its 
fiscal institutions were rife with principal-agent problems. tax farm-
ers “had considerable autonomy. the Crown was heavily dependent 
on these tax collectors.”70 a number of leaders had tried to curtail the 
power of tax farmers, particularly with the introduction of non-venal 
intendants in the seventeenth century. intendants were meant to more 
directly control tax administration, but “by the 18th century, most of 
the intendents had been co-opted by local powerholders and no longer 
served crown interests.” french sovereigns proved unable to dislodge 
this “privatized administrative system” of taxation.71 as of 1688, france 
and england faced substantial limits to their extractive capabilities. 
they also had similar tax hauls. as noted above, france extracted 2.94 
gold grams per capita in 1688, while england collected 3.07 grams.72 
overall, france’s fiscal institutional prowess was insubstantial.

66 lachmann 2000, 138.
67 debt figure from Bosher 1970, 15. government revenue was 166 million livres in 1715. data 

from Bonney 1993b.
68 Velde 2008, 165, and Bonney 1999, 148, respectively.
69 the unweighted average yield spread between french debt and British consols rose from 170 

basis points (1750s) to 353 basis points by the 1770s. dincecco 2011. Military spending from Velde 
2008, 165.

70 White 2006, 66–75, quotation 66.
71 Kiser and Kane 2001, 202–6, quotations 203, 202. 
72 dincecco 2011, appendix a.1.
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despite sizable bellicist pressure over the next hundred years, french 
fiscal institutions stagnated and became increasingly outmoded. one 
explanation, epitomized by north and Weingast, emphasizes the lack 
of institutional checks on french rulers.73 thomas Sargent and fran-
çois Velde speculate that if the estates general, france’s representative 
assembly, had been called in 1715, france may have overhauled its fis-
cal apparatus and forged credible commitments, similar to england.74 
But Stasavage doubts that calling the estates general would have done 
much. he believes that doing so might have encouraged public de-
fault and fiscal disorder because few government creditors were part 
of the third estate.75 We believe our conceptual distinction can help 
to resolve this disagreement. it is true that france’s main public credi-
tors—landed nobles—were represented through the Second estate, yet 
they were net debtors in the broader credit market and had little interest 
in fiscal reform. france’s net creditors—merchants—were part of the 
third estate. they supported fiscal invigoration, but were politically 
marginalized. We believe that this coalitional difference accounts for 
why english and french fiscal institutions diverged in the eighteenth 
century.

to distinguish between france’s net creditors and net debtors, 
we draw on Philip hoffman, gilles Postel-Vinay, and Jean-laurent 
rosenthal’s extensive notarial sample of the Parisian credit market be-
tween 1730 and 1788. Merchants were responsible for 23 percent of all 
medium- and long-term public and private lending but only 8 percent 
of such borrowing, giving them a net-creditor balance in the overall 
credit market. nobles were responsible for 62 percent of lending and 85 
percent of borrowing, meaning that they were net debtors. one qualifi-
cation about these balances is that they exclude short-term loans, which 
tended to be among merchants; merchants therefore accounted for a 
larger portion of total credit-market activity than we report, but they 
were still net creditors. in sum, the Parisian credit market “shifted funds 
within the wealthy elite, with a net flow from merchants, bourgeois, and 
financiers to the state and to officers and the nobility.”76

in drawing a distinction between merchants and nobles, we nonethe-
less recognize that these groups intermingled and overlapped histori-
cally. Mercantile activity was a route of upward mobility in france, with 
many merchants divesting their assets, purchasing land, and joining 

73 north and Weingast 1989, 830.
74 Sargent and Velde 1995, 474–76, 489–90.
75 Stasavage 2003, 132–38.
76 hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 7–8, 163–66, quotation 166.
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the nobility during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But after 
1650, merchants and other bourgeoisie found this route into the nobil-
ity increasingly foreclosed. nobles embarked on a deliberate campaign 
to close ranks. this hardening social distinction mirrored politics. no-
bles dominated the ancien régime and merchants were marginalized. 
Merchants’ political exclusion extended to local town councils and the 
provincial parlements (chief law courts), which were dominated by the 
nobility.77 By the eighteenth century, merchants and nobles had distinct 
economic profiles and differed in their political weight, and the bound-
ary between them was growing less permeable.

in the credit market, merchants and nobles differed in terms of 
whom they lent to and for what purpose. the merchants’ credit-market 
activity was straightforward. Mostly, they extended short-term credit 
(usually bills of exchange) to other merchants. about half of their lon-
ger-term loans went to nobles, and nearly 40 percent went to the state. 
Merchants did not invest heavily in venal offices, tax farms, or govern-
ment bonds. in their public lending, they favored government annuities 
(rentes), probably as a way to diversify their portfolios.78 

the nobles’ credit-market activity was more complicated. they lent 
mostly to the state and other nobles.79 first, nobles were the state’s key 
lender and fiscal backbone, particularly through purchases of venal of-
fices and tax farms. nobles made lump-sum payments to the state (in 
effect, loans) and gained the right to collect taxes (their annual pay-
ments).80 the government depended on nobles for such “inside” credit 
during wartime.81 for example, louis XiV funded the nine years’ War 
by selling venal offices, rentes, and lifetime exemptions from the taille, 
france’s main direct tax. he also imposed forced loans on some of-
ficeholders by demanding payment of future anticipated tax revenues.82 
although in popular discourse the nobles intimated their differences 
from the government’s financiers and often decried the financiers’ pur-
portedly humble origins, the state’s financiers were overwhelmingly 
from the nobility.83

77 Barber 1955, 60–63, 108–15; Collins 2009, 50, 301; Parker 1996, 136–44.
78 hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 137, 161–62.
79 roughly 30 percent of nobles’ loans went to the state and 65 percent to other nobles. Calculation 

based on data in hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 164–65.
80 White 2004, 648–55. Venal officeholders (and some tax farmers) received annual salaries from 

the state.
81 Velde 2003, 3–6; Velde 2008, 144. 
82 ertman 1997, 135–39.
83 Parker 1996, 136–37. alternatively, Matthews 1958, 238–48, typifies an earlier view when he 

writes that the Company of general farmers, france’s main tax farmers, comprised “men of diverse 
social, often humble, backgrounds” (240). But Parker notes that nobles commonly used prête-noms 
(front men, or straw purchasers) when acquiring tax farms. indeed, Matthews remarks that capital
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Second, nobles lent heavily to other nobles. a typical borrower was 
a young nobleman who borrowed funds, often from older nobles, but 
sometimes from merchants, to purchase a tax farm or venal office. the 
loans were start-up funds. the most popular of these arrangements was 
the rente perpétuelle (perpetual annuity), under which borrowers made 
annuitized interest payments to the lender. Borrowers repaid the princi-
pal only when they wanted to end the annuity; lenders could not recall 
their loans. the rente perpétuelle was therefore commonly a transac-
tion whereby older nobles secured an income stream for themselves and 
their heirs, whereas younger nobles used borrowed funds to purchase a 
riskier but more lucrative tax farm.84 tax farms often returned upward 
of 20 percent annually, whereas private credit-market transactions had 
interest rates capped at 5 percent.85

the distributive implications of nobles’ and merchants’ credit-market 
activities can be seen in their attitudes toward fiscal institutions and 
macroeconomic instability. first, nobles liked tax farms because they 
were profitable. Merchants disliked the hodgepodge system of tax 
farms, venal offices, and in-country tolls because it obstructed com-
merce and dampened internal demand, given the regressive nature of 
tax policy.86 another downside of tax farms was that the state some-
times behaved capriciously and annulled obligations or withheld pay-
ments to venal officeholders. these actions would seem to hurt nobles 
more than merchants, and while annulments did hurt nobles, the state 
targeted politically weak financiers whenever possible. nobles compen-
sated for these risks by charging large risk premia when purchasing 
tax farms or making public loans.87 Merchants were less able to insure 
against erratic state behavior. When the state annulled obligations or 
withheld payments, there was “a devastating effect on the subordinate 
credit market which took years to repair.”88

invested in the Company of general farms principally came from “wealth already accumulated by 
families long engaged in the royal financial service” (i.e., the nobility), and that “there is little evidence 
of commercial or industrial capital seeking investment in the Company; conversely, there is little evi-
dence to indicate that the general farmers invested their profits in industrial or commercial enter-
prises” (247, n. 45). finally, the authoritative study of this topic finds that the overwhelming majority 
of tax farmers came from office-holding noble families. dessert 1984, 82–109. dessert notes that the 
myth of a “financial lackey,” an upstart and rapacious tax farmer from humble origins, served noble 
elites well.

84 hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 15–22, 70–71, 100, 109–13, 158–66. See also de-
wald 1993, 50–52.

85 White 2004, 648–55. 
86 Parker 1996, 29–31, 36, 43–45.
87 Collins 2009, 209–10; hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 1995, 270–75; lachmann 2000, 

138–39.
88 Bonney 1999, 154; hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 1995, 271.
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Second, nobles’ tax farms were more sheltered from macroeconomic 
fluctuations than were merchants’ market-based investments. ulti-
mately, a tax farmer’s haul depended on his zealousness in collection.89 
We are not claiming that tax farms were unaffected by economic condi-
tions. rather, we mean to emphasize that nobles’ loans to the state were 
not “opportunities of acquisition afforded by the market” in the modern 
capitalistic sense. they were, as Max Weber put it, “other chances of 
acquisition, such as those based on power relations, as in the case of tax 
farming or the sale of offices.”90 indeed, Jonathan dewald concludes 
that “venality thus placed money—but not the market—at the center of 
public life.”91 in addition, when tax farmers invested their liquid capital, 
it tended to be for short-term speculation. they avoided long-term 
fixed capital investments.92 as a result, nobles were relatively insulated 
from macroeconomic instability.

third, there were the implications of macroeconomic instability as seen 
through the lens of the popular rentes perpétuelles. inflation or currency 
devaluation let borrowers (typically nobles) make payments to lenders 
(including merchants) with cheaper money, and creditors could not recall 
their loans. Merchants “denounced currency manipulations” because they 
harmed their outstanding loans and undercut macroeconomic stability.93 
the Crown nevertheless altered the value of the livre forty-one times 
between 1695 and 171594 and then deeply devalued it in the wake of the 
colossal monetary expansion under John law’s System (1716–20).95 de-
valuations “were in fact disguised defaults [and] . . . redistributed enor-
mous amounts of wealth in the private credit market.”96 they wrecked the 
state’s reputation. even though the silver value of the livre remained con-
stant after 1726, rumors of impending devaluation persisted until at least 
1751.97 the monetary system shifted risk onto creditors, and after 1720 
france began a period of sustained inflation, which further harmed credi-
tors.98 overall, net debtors benefitted from france’s unsteady economy.

We illustrate the impact of net debtors’ and net creditors’ interests 
on fiscal policy amid two crises. first, during the War of the Spanish 

89 White 2004, 647–48.
90 Weber 1972, 90–91.
91 dewald 1993, 51.
92 Parker 1996, 203; Matthews 1958, 247, n. 45.
93 Collins 2009, 219.
94 ertman 1997, 137. Sometimes the state decreed changes to the value of circulating coins and 

then assessed a coin-changing tax (seigniorage) to reduce its liabilities (Velde 2003, 9).
95 Velde 2003.
96 hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 23.
97 hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 108–9.
98 riley 1986, 180.
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Succession, france was virtually bankrupt and turned to forced loans 
and “outright coercion” for funding.99 in 1710, nicolas desmaretz, 
louis XiV’s finance minister, sought to address the situation with an 
income tax, the dixième, which was contentious because it taxed per-
sonal wealth and therefore would tax nobles, who were largely exempt 
from taxation.100 desmaretz wanted to “attract the confidence of the 
business community” and believed that the dixième could be “both an 
assured revenue source and a way to restore credit.”101 the tax aimed 
to invigorate lending to the Crown by creating a predictable revenue 
stream for debt repayment, and probably “staved off a seizure of credit” 
in 1710.102 But nobles fiercely opposed the dixième, even though they 
were able to self-report their wealth (leading to perhaps an 80 per-
cent underassessment overall).103 opposition by the nobles provoked 
the Crown to repeal the dixième in 1717. fiscal policy reverted, as the 
Crown revalued the currency, cancelled obligations, levied fines, and 
deepened its reliance on noble tax farmers.104 in this instance, there was 
no ratchet effect; instead, the Crown substituted a tax that buttressed 
net creditors’ interests with actions that damaged them.

a fiscal crisis at the end of the Seven years’ War illuminates similar 
tussles. the war was enormously expensive. the Crown elected to fund 
it with debt, and public debt grew by 75 percent. in 1764, government 
debt equaled “two-thirds of agricultural and manufacturing output,” and 
debt service consumed 39 percent of tax revenues.105 a debate over fis-
cal reform ensued. a popular, but controversial, plan proposed a simple 
progressive tax system that would replace many existing taxes, eliminate 
internal customs and some tax farms, and arguably retire the public 
debt.106 after studying other european countries, the government con-
cluded that a cadastral survey was the best way forward.107 the plan 
had a plain implication: nobles’ land would be taxed.108 the proposal 
pitted the Crown against the parlements, which had prerogatives over 
new taxes. the parlements were filled by the noblesse de robe, local elites 

99 ertman 1997, 137–39.
100 Bonney 1993a; McCollim 1979, 262–344.
101 McCollim 1979, 263, 306. desmaretz insisted on honoring payments to creditors in 1709, 

which rowlands 2012, 47, judges probably averted a financial meltdown.
102 rowlands 2012, 174.
103 Bonney 1993a.
104 Bosher 1970, 18–19; lachmann 2000, 138–39; Matthews 1958, 58–62.
105 riley 1986, 184, 191; White 2006, 89.
106 riley 1986, 194–98, 205.
107 Bonney 1995, 63–64; riley 1986, 213. the government also recommended removing internal 

customs, which would have freed “commerce from one of the great impediments of the ancien-régime 
political structure.” Bonney 1995, 77.

108 riley 1986, 203.
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who typically had landed interests and who “rarely had an immediate 
contact with the mercantile bourgeoisie.”109 ultimately, the parlements 
thwarted the cadastral,110 and the Crown resorted to selective defaults 
to deal with its wartime debt.111 richard Bonney judges that “the failure 
to introduce a national cadastre was a decisive setback . . . to the creation 
of an efficient revenue raising system in eighteenth-century france.”112 

the failures of the proposed land survey and the dixième decades 
earlier epitomized french fiscal policy. the nobles opposed diversifying 
or strengthening fiscal institutions, while the merchants pleaded for a 
simplified system and more taxation of landed wealth.113 But fiscal in-
stitutions remained weak. tax farmers controlled much of the revenue 
extraction and “precluded clear administrative solutions to fiscal prob-
lems since [they] could block reforming measures.” intendants gradu-
ally became more involved in local tax administration, though they were 
drawn overwhelmingly from the nobility and became co-opted by local 
notables.114 the “effect of venality of office was to create an enormous 
administrative apparatus which was largely outside the direct control 
of the crown.” Most taxes collected never made it to Paris.115 Consider 
the contrast with england. Between 1688 and 1788, england quadru-
pled taxation (from 3.07 to 12.87 gold grams per capita), while france 
struggled to double its revenue haul (from 2.94 to 5.47 gold grams per 
capita).116 Political differences caused this gap. Powerful debtor nobles 
recognized that thoroughgoing reform would have exposed them to 
taxation and required convening the estates general for the first time 
since 1614, which would thereby increase the power of merchants.117 
they balked, and it would take a revolution before french fiscal institu-
tions palpably would begin to change.118

debtor magnates in the poland-lithuania commonwealth 
insist on fiscal debility, 1600–1721

in Poland-lithuania we also find a ruling coalition of debtor nobles 
thwarting fiscal institution building, despite being enmeshed in a series 
of formidable wars. Between 1600 and 1721, the commonwealth was 

109 riley 1986, 207–17; Collins 2009, xlvii.
110 Bonney 1995; Collins 2009, 50, 287, 301, 338; riley 1986, 215.
111 Parker 1996, 219; White 2006, 78, 94.
112 Bonney 1995, 79.
113 Parker 1996, 30–31, 36.
114 Barber 1955, 115; Bonney 1999, 130–31, 160–61, quotation 152; Kiser and Kane 2001, 202–3.
115 Bonney 1999, 152–55, quotation 152. Matthews 1958, 31, writes that the “proprietorship of 

venal offices was the antithesis of bureaucratic tenure.”
116 dincecco 2011, appendix a.1.
117 hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and rosenthal 2000, 91–95.
118 tilly 1992, 107–14.
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involved in nearly a dozen conflicts, including the Polish-Muscovite 
War (1605–18), the Second northern War (1655–60), and the great 
northern War (1700–21).119 despite bellicist pressures to centralize, di-
versify, and strengthen tax institutions, successive Polish monarchs failed 
to wrest control from the powerful landed magnates. tax collection re-
mained decentralized, revenue shortfalls persisted, and macroeconomic 
conditions deteriorated.120 We emphasize how these circumstances did 
not fundamentally threaten the commonwealth’s dominant force: large 
landowning magnates. the biggest landowners were generally debtors 
in the credit market and were well served by the problems attendant on 
a weak fiscal system.121 ultimately, however, fiscal underdevelopment 
and institutional debility prevented the commonwealth from repelling 
its rising neighbors.

the commonwealth’s structure of tax revenue indicated its extractive 
frailty. land and other direct taxes predominated, although they were 
administered by the nobility and imposed on the peasantry. indirect 
taxes were used sparingly and were collected by leaseholders, that is, 
tax farmers. the government experimented with an excise tax in 1657, 
1659, and 1673, but it was short-lived each time. leaseholders and tax 
collectors who were nobles operated with “relative impunity.”122 around 
1600, the commonwealth depended on nobles to extract operating rev-
enue and possessed inchoate fiscal institutions. there was an “almost 
total appropriation of public authority by the nobility.”123 and despite 
unrelenting geopolitical pressures, the state’s revenue haul declined over 
time.124

Poland-lithuania’s enervation challenges the war-makes-states 
model, particularly since the commonwealth was a formidable power 
in 1600. tilly considers Poland-lithuania to be “the exception that 
proved the rule.”125 thomas ertman judges that the late onset of geo-
political conflict in Poland-lithuania meant that the nobles had al-
ready consolidated power, leaving the monarch impotent to centralize 
revenue collection.126 yet a cornerstone of bellicist theory is that the 
existential threat of war provokes rulers and social actors to do things 
that they otherwise would not. Brian downing is perplexed that once 

119 the Poland-lithuania Commonwealth was arguably at war more than any other early modern 
european polity. Majewski, nowak, and teodorczyk 1990. 

120 filipczak-Kocur 1999.
121 See especially Mączak 1976, 94–98.
122 filipczak-Kocur 1999, 454–77, quotation 473.
123 ertman 1997, 266.
124 filipczak-Kocur 1999, 454.
125 tilly 1992, 139.
126 ertman 1997, 285, 292–300.
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wars began, the commonwealth refused to meet its wartime exigencies. 
he blames the nobles’ “widespread irresponsibility” and “intransigence” 
toward state building.127 although we agree that the nobles behaved 
obstinately, we want to emphasize how fiscal underdevelopment ben-
efitted them, even as it undermined the embryonic state. 

Since Poland-lithuania was a coercion-intensive polity, power was 
based in the countryside, where there were sharp distinctions. the 
commonwealth’s noble class was divided into three tiers: the largest and 
wealthiest landed magnates, the middle nobility, and the lesser nobil-
ity. there were a small number of magnate families who each typically 
controlled hundreds of properties. By contrast, members of the middle 
nobility, who accounted for approximately one-third to two-fifths of all 
nobles, usually possessed properties that totaled around twenty hect-
ares. the lesser nobility often did not own any land and lived on frag-
ments of larger estates.128 in addition to these economic differences, 
the nobility was divided in terms of military power and ideological af-
finities. Many magnates had private militias in which middle and lesser 
nobles served as officers. Magnates also tended to be staunch Catholics, 
whereas middle and lesser nobles embraced the ideas of the reforma-
tion. Politically, magnates dictated policymaking; they dominated the 
local diets (regional assemblies known as sejmiki) and the powerful up-
per house of the bicameral diet (Sejm), with nobles of middling and 
lower status relegated to the subordinate lower house.129

landowning magnates were the government’s key creditors.130 When 
magnates lent to the state during wartime, they usually demanded im-
mediate repayment in crown lands (królewszczyzny). they then leased 
out their new lands because it was “the easiest way to accumulate in-
come in the form of ready money and also to increase incomes.” in 
effect, the magnates’ wartime loans were repaid through new leases on 
royal lands—a safer option than depending on the disorderly state trea-
sury for monetized repayment. and if economic conditions changed, 
magnates could alter lease terms to the poorer nobles who lived on their 

127 downing 1992, 145, 155. 
128 Magnatial estates were primarily organized as latifundia, with property scattered throughout a 

region and linked to a specific administrative area. Because of this structure, the latifundia were often 
run as a single economic system in which the contributions from the disparate parts could be used to 
benefit the whole. See davies 2005, 156–96.

129 Wheeler 2011, 28–32. See also Mączak 2005. Because of nobles’ influence, their estates were 
largely immune from taxation. filipczak-Kocur 1999.

130 for instance, nobles contributed nearly 10 million zlotys to defend the commonwealth against 
tartar and turkish invasions in the first half of the seventeenth century, plus 4.3 million zlotys for the 
Smolensk War with russia (1632–34), and 2.4 million zlotys to fight the Swedes in 1635. filipczak-
Kocur 1991.
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land, so lessees ultimately bore the risk associated with the magnates’ 
lending to the state.131 Magnates were insulated against the downside 
of serving as the state’s principal creditor.

in the private credit market, magnates were net debtors. the lack 
of a robust merchant class in Poland-lithuania meant that the most 
important transactions occurred between landowners.132 Magnates bor-
rowed from other magnates and members of the middle nobility to buy 
land from middling nobles who were financially distressed. (Poland-
lithuania was in economic decline during the seventeenth century.) 
Middling nobles would often loan money to magnate elites in hopes of 
attaining increased standing in the eyes of their more powerful neigh-
bors. for example, at the important lwów fairs from 1676 to 1686, 
magnates borrowed twice as much as they lent, with the middle nobil-
ity serving as net creditors. Magnates likewise purchased twice as many 
properties as they sold, whereas middle nobles were net sellers of prop-
erty. there were evident divides between the types of nobles and their 
credit-market activity. overall, magnates were net debtors, and mid-
dling nobles were net creditors. this credit-market activity held dis-
tributive implications: it facilitated “the further extension of the large 
estates, which was . . . at least partly financed by the principal losers, the 
middle nobility.” By 1700, most middle nobles had lost their hereditary 
land rights and leased their estates from magnates.133 

these developments in the commonwealth’s rudimentary credit mar-
ket increased the magnates’ relative power. as magnates acquired royal 
lands from the state and estates from distressed middle nobles, they 
solidified their hegemony over the political system. Central authority 
weakened, since each successive coronation amounted to nobles auc-
tioning the monarchy to the (often foreign) candidate that best placated 
them.134 Magnates dominated the powerful upper house of the Sejm 
and decided key policies, including the size of the army, fiscal policy, 
and any related state building.135 Magnates also gained perpetual con-
trol over crown lands and their accompanying revenues, which made 
it increasingly difficult for the government to fund a functional state. 

each royal election resulted in more limitations being placed on the 
monarch, including provisions that any change to fiscal policy had to 

131 Mączak 1976, 85–88.
132 Wyrobisz 1989, 611, notes there was a “lack of capital in the hands of the burghers.” Politi-

cally, merchants had no “access to any office (except municipal ones), their representation in the Sejm 
was . . . of an exclusively symbolic nature.”

133 Mączak 1976, 70–72, 94–98, quotation 98; Mączak 1982, 124–25.
134 Bobrzyński 1974; gierowski 1996; Konopoczyński 1958–59; Plaza 1985. 
135 Wheeler 2011, 28–32. See also Mączak 2005. 
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be approved by the magnates in the Sejm. But they tended not to do 
so. alongside their status as net debtors, magnates had two others rea-
sons to balk at fiscal reform. first, ongoing currency depreciation aided 
the nobles’ grain exports to Western europe, so fiscal disorder could 
benefit their economic interests. Second, many magnates no longer 
had their peasants pay monetized rents. during the price revolution of 
the sixteenth century, magnates had shifted to nonmonetized serfdom 
to insulate themselves against inflation.136 the magnates’ monetized 
income came from two sources: grain sales (which were assisted by 
currency depreciation) and leases (the terms of which were alterable). 
Consequently, reckless fiscal policy and its corrosive macroeconomic 
by-products did not injure magnates. 

thus the commonwealth’s structure of tax revenue remained undi-
versified, and its institutions stayed feeble. Most taxes were direct taxes 
administered (and often embezzled) by magnates. Many taxes were 
temporary levies, and most fell heavily on the rural masses. noble es-
tates and the city of gdańsk enjoyed immunities. the Jewish commu-
nity was also largely outside the state’s fiscal purview. and when nobles 
did contribute revenue, such as their voluntary inclusion in the poll tax 
in 1662, they usually demanded expanded authority over royal domain 
lands in return. there were some attempts to improve fiscal capabili-
ties during and after the deluge, when russia and Sweden separately 
attacked the commonwealth in 1654–55, such as the aforementioned 
ephemeral excise taxes. But growing elite conflict scuttled any hope of 
a fiscal state, and “fiscal reform was abandoned.” a hodgepodge of taxes 
and dues that had existed from medieval times constituted the trea-
sury.137 Between 1655 and 1715, the central treasury’s revenues dropped 
by more than 50 percent.138 this feeble fiscal structure contributed to 
Poland-lithuania’s implosion.

Poland-lithuania became increasingly vulnerable to outside attack 
due to the magnates’ growing autonomy, and underfunding of the mili-
tary. the deluge exacerbated tensions among nobles and brought the 
commonwealth to the brink of collapse. rather than join in collective 
defense, as bellicist theory would expect, the magnates engaged in in-
ternecine disputes. Some elites, such as the powerful radziwiłł fam-
ily from lithuania, sought to form a compromise with Charles X of 
Sweden and recognize him as the new king of Poland. other elites in 
southern and eastern Poland viewed the russian tsar as the best option 

136 filipczak-Kocur 1999, 446–48; gigliotti 2009, 71.
137 filipczak-Kocur 1999, 454–66, 473–75, quotation 474.
138 frost 2004, 53–58.
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and pledged their allegiance to Muscovy. elite conflict flourished, un-
dermining any hope for coherent fiscal policy. the commonwealth 
was “totally unprepared for the onslaught of Charles Xii” in the great 
northern War.139 By 1720, Poland-lithuania was firmly under russian 
control, where it remained until its partition in 1772.

a Quantitative evaluation of 
coalitional politics and tax revenues

in this section, we complement our european case studies with sugges-
tive quantitative evidence on the link between political coalitions and 
revenue extraction in early modern europe. We examine six polities be-
tween 1650 and 1800: england (1650–1800), france (1650–1800), the 
netherlands (1720–95), Prussia (1688–1800), Spain (1703–1800), and 
Sweden (1750–1800). this period marked europe’s formative state- 
building era, when rulers increasingly erected permanent tax institu-
tions to fund war-making and finance debt.140 according to tilly’s 
typology, our sample includes one capital-intensive state (the nether-
lands), four examples of capitalized coercion (england, france, Prussia, 
and Spain), and one coercion-intensive state (Sweden).141 We analyze 
these cases because they were central to european state formation and 
because data on them are available. 

data

We evaluate the impact of net-creditor coalitions against dincecco’s 
data on central government tax revenues, as measured in gold grams 
per capita.142 his data are the best time series on revenue collection in 
early modern europe, but data availability in the period before 1800 
is nonetheless limited, so our findings should be regarded as tentative. 
dincecco’s data series depicts an upward secular trend in per capita 
revenue hauls, which is consistent with the conventional wisdom on 
european state formation: warfare and urbanization created both the 
rationale and economic resources to increase revenue extraction. in ad-
dition, although most countries continued to rely on tax farming dur-
ing this era, tax farmers were becoming more adept and efficient at 
extracting revenue.143 We want to be clear that these data assess overall 

139 frost 2004, 53–58; filipczak-Kocur 1999, 474–75, quotation 475; gierowski 1996, 42–53.
140 tilly 1992, 29, 53; Centeno 1997, 1568.
141 tilly 1992, 133–60. tilly considers Sweden and other nordic countries to be a subset of the 

coercive trajectory.
142 dincecco 2011, appendix a.1. the descriptive statistics for our data are in the appendix to this 

article.
143 Kiser 1994. 
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changes in revenue collection but do not reveal changes in fiscal insti-
tutions, because even though tax farmers became more effective, using 
them nonetheless signaled state institutional paucity.144 unfortunately, 
there are no well-developed cross-national time series on changes in 
fiscal institutions in early modern europe. We therefore encourage the 
reader to regard the following regressions as suggestive complements to 
our case studies, which better illuminate institutional stasis and change.

We indicate variation in political coalitions, our independent vari-
able, with daron acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James robinson’s 
“protection of capital” measure ( protect capital ). Protect capital assesses 
merchants’ formal political rights on a scale of 1 to 7, including “no 
effective protection against arbitrary confiscation by the ruler” (1), to 
situations in which merchants “have effective parliamentary representa-
tion” (5), to governments that were “formed by and largely influenced 
or controlled by merchants” (7).145 We find this variable compelling be-
cause although net creditors need not necessarily be merchants, urban 
merchants held much liquid capital in early modern europe. they were 
disposed to becoming net creditors in a country’s debt market,146 which 
was true in england and france (and also in argentina). Protect capital 
does well to get at our underlying concept of interest, net-creditor co-
alitions. We expect this measure to be positively associated with revenue 
extraction, given capital holders’ inclination to want predictable rev-
enue streams in part to lower uncertainty over public debt repayment.147 
Consequently, the protection of capital should manifest itself partly in 
stronger fiscal regimes.

acemoglu, Johnson, and robinson’s scores correspond fairly well to 
the coalitional changes we discuss in our case studies. they code england 
as 3 in 1600, 5 in 1700, 6 in 1750, and 7 in 1800. england’s jump from 3 
to 5 between 1600 and 1700 represents the gains in parliamentary over-
sight due to the glorious revolution. the rise between 1700 and 1750 is 
likely the result of the Whig Supremacy, and the score in 1800 reflects the 
“steady strengthening of Parliament.”148 france scores a 1 from 1600 until 
1800, when its code changes to 5, an indication of the coalitional inclusion 
of the third estate due to the french revolution. in addition, although 
Poland-lithuania is not part of our quantitative evaluation, acemoglu, 
Johnson, and robinson code Poland as 1 throughout this era, which is 

144 Saylor 2013, 372–74.
145 acemoglu, Johnson, and robinson 2002, 35.
146 Stasavage 2011, 37.
147 Bordo and Cortés Conde 2006, 4–8; Brewer 1989, 114–34.
148 acemoglu, Johnson, and robinson 2002, 61.
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consistent with our analysis.149 We think that their conceptualization and 
country scores approach our interest in net-creditor coalitions.

We prefer protect capital to two other potential proxies for net- 
creditor coalitions. first, one could conceivably indicate net-creditor 
coalitions with urbanization rates, under the assumption that areas with 
higher levels of urbanization would grant merchants and urban capital-
ists (presumably the country’s net creditors) more political influence. 
this relationship probably holds in general, though there were poli-
ties, such as Spain, that featured considerable urbanization but where 
leaders favored landed elites over mercantile interests.150 Second, and 
similarly, one might indicate net-creditor coalitions via the presence 
of representative assemblies, given that representative institutions were 
more common in city-states, in which capital holders tended to be 
stronger.151 But as our Poland-lithuania case illustrates, representative 
assemblies sometimes worked against creditor interests, depending on 
the interests encapsulated within them.152 overall, we believe the pro-
tection of capital proxy best approximates our interest in net-debtor 
versus net-creditor coalitions.

We include two control variables in our regressions to address the 
influence that warfare and social structure may have had on revenue ex-
traction. the first control indicates the intensity of warfare (war deaths). 
these data come from dincecco, who estimates the “average military 
deaths per conflict year sustained by participant countries.”153 dincecco 
calculates total war casualties and an annual average of them based on 
the length and number of belligerents in a particular war. all partici-
pants in a conflict share the same annual war-death average. Kivanç 
Karaman and S̨evket Pamuk judge that such apportioned casualty fig-
ures better approximate the intensity of warfare experienced by warring 
parties than do country-specific casualties because losing sides usually 
featured higher casualties. We then divide dincecco’s estimates by a 
country’s national population to approximate a war’s relative intensity 
for individual countries.154 

149 acemoglu, Johnson, and robinson 2002, 34–37, 59–61, code early modern european polities in 
1600, 1700, 1750, and 1800, so there is often a lag between actual political events and coding changes.

150 lachmann 2000, 150–54.
151 Stasavage 2011, 47–65.
152 acemoglu, Johnson, and robinson 2002, 60, emphasize that their variable gauges the protec-

tion of capital, not simply institutional constraints on rulers.
153 dincecco 2011, 206.
154 dincecco 2011, 86–88, 206; Karaman and Pamuk 2013, 609. the population statistics also 

come from dincecco. the results reported in table 1 remain essentially the same if we do not divide 
war death estimates by a country’s national population. also, it is conceivable that the willingness to 
wage war was endogenous to a polity’s fiscal prowess. although we recognize this possibility, we want
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a second control addresses the effect of urbanization on revenue ex-
traction (urbanization). Urbanization reflects concentrated wealth and 
should be positively correlated with tax revenues, because it was logis-
tically simpler for governments to collect taxes in urban areas than in 
the hinterland. in addition, urbanization entailed structural economic 
changes, including the development of urban economic activity, the 
attendant growth in commercialized agriculture, and the overall rise 
of real per capita income.155 this control helps to address the generic 
rise of per capita tax revenues throughout europe. Controlling for ur-
banization also helps to isolate the influence of coalitional politics, as 
more urbanized polities typically accorded capital holders more politi-
cal sway. We use estimates of urbanization rates from dincecco, who 
draws on Jan de Vries.156 de Vries’ data are generally considered to be 
the best estimates of urbanization in early modern europe.157 We prefer 
using estimates of urbanization rates to a blunter control, such as tilly’s 
judgments about the relative distribution of coercion and capital in a 
given polity. 

results and discussion

We find a positive and consistent association between protect capital and 
per capita tax revenue (table 1). following dincecco, our dependent 
variable is the natural logarithm of central government tax revenues per 
capita, as measured in gold grams. in columns 1 through 4, the estima-
tion technique is a Prais-Winsten generalized least squares regression, 
with a common ar(1) term to correct for serial autocorrelation and 
panel-corrected standard errors to account for heteroskedasticity and 
contemporaneous error correlation in the data.158 this model employs 
advice from nathaniel Beck and Jonathan Katz and follows related 
studies by dincecco and Karaman and Pamuk.159 our specifications in-
clude year fixed effects but not country fixed effects, because the model 
is not robust to their inclusion. Because we have a small country sam-
ple but relatively long time series, and because protect capital changes 
slowly, we cannot estimate the latter’s parameters precisely while also 
using country fixed effects. it is therefore possible that country-specific, 

to underscore that interstate war was endemic to europe between 1650 and 1800, and was in some 
ways akin to a background condition. tilly 1992, 70–76; levy 1983.

155 Karaman and Pamuk 2013, 609.
156 dincecco 2011, 207; de Vries 1984.
157 Stasavage 2011, 79–80.
158 Beck and Katz 1995.
159 dincecco 2011, 83–84, 100–101; Karaman and Pamuk 2013, 611–13.
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time-invariant, unobserved characteristics, such as geography or cul-
ture, may bias our findings.160

Column 1 includes the full sample, but we drop certain cases from 
our sample in columns 2 through 4 to address potential concerns that 
our results are driven by extreme observations. in column 2, we ex-
clude the netherlands, the sole capital-intensive polity in our sample. 
Capital-intensive polities had high levels of commercialization and ur-
banization, which facilitated revenue extraction. in column 3, we omit 
Prussia because scholars conclude that Prussia was extraordinarily effi-
cient at extracting revenue, in spite of inauspicious structural economic 
conditions.161 in column 4, we exclude Sweden, the only coercion- 
intensive state in our sample. alternatively, in column 5 we use ordi-
nary least squares regression, with year and country fixed effects and 
robust standard errors clustered by country. the country fixed effects 

160 Beck 2001, 283–85.
161 dincecco 2011, 60–63; Kiser and Schneider 1994. 

table 1
political coalitions and tax revenues a

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Protect capital 0.110*** 0.094** 0.202*** 0.097** 0.166*
 (0.041) (0.046) (0.034) (0.039) (0.077)
urbanization 4.567*** 4.577*** 4.627*** 4.539*** 2.654
 (0.915) (1.391) (0.813) (0.857) (1.402)
War deaths 1.833 3.306 −3.545 4.156 4.148
 (3.585) (3.542) (6.642) (3.566) (5.914)
Protect × war deaths 0.429 −0.857 1.333 0.433 −2.584
 (1.070) (1.685) (1.600) (0.970) (1.572)
Constant −0.141 −0.123 −0.317 −0.123 −0.313
 (0.310) (0.341) (0.255) (0.251) (0.594)
dropped from sample netherlands Prussia Sweden
observations 640 564 527 589 640
r-squared 0.271 0.241 0.431 0.295 0.589

*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01
a  the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of per capita tax revenues, as measured in gold 

grams by dincecco 2011. in columns 1 through 4, the estimation technique is a Prais-Winsten gener-
alized least squares regression with year fixed effects, panel-corrected standard errors, and a common 
ar(1) term to correct for serial autocorrelation. Column 5 uses an ordinary least squares regres-
sion, with year and country fixed effects and robust standard errors clustered by country. the country 
sample comprises england (1650–1800), france (1650–1800), the netherlands (1720–95), Prussia 
(1688–1800), Spain (1703–1800), and Sweden (1750–1800). 
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help address potential bias due to country-specific unobserved charac-
teristics, though this model does not address contemporaneous error 
correlation or serial autocorrelation.

across these specifications, the protection of capital is positively as-
sociated with revenue extraction and surpasses conventional levels of 
statistical significance. as for the control variables, the urbanization 
proxy exhibits a positive and generally significant association with per 
capita tax revenues, which is consistent with received wisdom. alterna-
tively, the warfare proxy and an interaction between the protection of 
capital and the warfare control (protect capital × war deaths) are signed 
inconsistently and do not meet conventional thresholds for statistical 
significance.162 in sum, we find a persistent association between the 
protection of capital indicator and revenue extraction. We regard these 
findings as suggestive because our data set covers only six countries and 
because of other aforementioned limitations. even so, these results im-
ply that our case studies of england, france, and Poland-lithuania may 
indeed reflect a common political dynamic in early modern europe.

debt politics and fiscal institutions in  
latin american perspective

our final case study examines how argentina grappled with the after-
math of the War of the triple alliance (also known as the Paraguayan 
War). We use this case to suggest that the dynamics we emphasize may 
not be bound solely to early modern europe. We selected argentina for 
a few reasons. in general, latin america experienced considerable war-
fare during the nineteenth century, its formative state-building era.163 
in particular, the War of the triple alliance was substantial; Centeno 
likens it to the “total” wars fought in early modern europe.164 argen-
tina was also simultaneously enmeshed in geopolitical rivalries with 

162 the fact that the interaction term is not statistically significant is consistent with our theoreti-
cal argument. a strong association between this interaction term and per capita tax revenues would 
imply that net creditor coalitions pressed for fiscal development during wars but stopped once the wars 
ended, only to restart fiscal capacity-building once hostilities broke out again. But tilly 1992, 89, and 
others refer to a “ratchet effect” in early modern europe, whereby wartime debts prompted the gradual 
accretion of extractive capacity afterward. in addition, our findings are robust to the exclusion of this 
interaction term. We also considered the possibility that the ramifications of warfare did not manifest 
themselves immediately, but did so later, once policymakers began to grapple with the fiscal conse-
quences of war. We therefore ran our regressions with the warfare control and interaction term lagged 
by one, two, and five years. lagging these variables did not materially alter the regression results. 

163 Centeno 1997, 1570–73. 
164 Centeno 2002, 56.
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Brazil and Chile, which arguably should have provoked deeper rev-
enue extraction.165 finally, merchants were stronger in argentina than 
most elsewhere in latin america, so they should have been politically 
consequential.166 

the War of the triple alliance pitted argentina, Brazil, and uru-
guay against Paraguay, the aggressor.167 the Economist estimates that 
the war cost argentina £9.4 million, more than 100 percent of its for-
eign trade value circa 1860.168 it also marked argentina’s first substan-
tial growth of long-term public debt. in some ways, the war affirmed 
aspects of bellicist theory. for example, afterward argentina began to 
professionalize its military.169 But the war had few fiscal ramifications. 
argentina continued to rely on volatile trade duties for revenue, even as 
macroeconomic problems grew.

We attribute the lack of fiscal institution building to the preferences 
of the export-oriented cattle and sheep ranchers (estancieros) in Buenos 
aires province who dominated the ruling political coalition. estan-
cieros “were unusually dependent upon foreign communities for capi-
tal . . . hence they were a debtor class.”170 British merchants were their 
main source of credit and the country’s net creditors.171 Merchants and 
other British investors also purchased much of argentina’s public debt 
directly or indirectly through firms such as the london-based bank, 
Baring Brothers.172 in general, the estancieros and British merchants 
had a symbiotic relationship that centered on foreign trade, but some-
times they clashed over monetary and fiscal policy.173

the War of the triple alliance followed a decade of momentous 
change in argentina. from 1852 to 1862, “argentina” was divided 
between the Buenos aires provincial government and the argentine 
Confederation, a rival conglomeration of the country’s other provinces. 
in 1857 a global wool boom destabilized this precarious status quo. 
estancieros in Buenos aires felt that they were losing out to upstart 
ranchers in the confederation, so they moved to militarily subdue them 
to maintain their supremacy.174 ranchers also had a growing appetite 

165 thies 2005.
166 lópez-alves 2001, 158–59. 
167 Centeno 2002, 54–56.
168 Centeno 2002, 228; Mclynn 1984; Platt 1983, 46.
169 oszlak 1982, 100, n. 14.
170 ferns 1960, 144–45; see also Sabato 1990, 243–74.
171 reber 1979.
172 ferns 1960, 327–28, 439–42.
173 reber 1979, 19, 29.
174 Saylor 2014, 98–102.
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for credit because raising sheep was more capital intensive than cattle 
ranching.175 

after reunification, the monetary system was in disarray. a variety 
of currencies circulated, and between 1859 and 1861, the Buenos aires 
government had nearly doubled the money supply. the peso corriente, 
the nonconvertible currency used for everyday transactions, was virtu-
ally worthless. (it circulated alongside the metallic peso fuerte.) in early 
1863, merchants lobbied the treasury minister, dalmacio Vélez Sars-
field, for monetary stabilization.176 he declared that the “nation has a 
first order interest to avoid ruin” of the paper peso. the government 
retired the defunct confederation’s floating debt, gave the Banco de la 
Provincia de Buenos aires exclusive note-issuing privileges, and con-
tracted the money supply by 10 percent.177 like the monetary situation, 
the fiscal system was disorderly: “the tax collection apparatus . . . was 
weak and scattered . . . with incompetent personnel.”178 in 1863, trade 
duties made up 94 percent of state revenue.179 argentina had weak fiscal 
institutions.

the War of the triple alliance and its aftermath illuminate the dif-
fering visions for monetary and fiscal policy by argentina’s net debtors 
and net creditors. argentina began the war with its budget more or less 
balanced, but the war began an era in which the state took on debt to 
run deficits.180 argentina partly financed the war with a £2 million bond 
issue through Baring Brothers in 1866 and 1868, which accounted for 
20 percent of the war’s expenses. it was “subscribed, chiefly for invest-
ment among merchants and capitalists connected with argentina.”181 
the war began a penchant for debt financing as the central state and 
Buenos aires’ provincial government acquired over £9 million more in 
public debt between 1870 and 1873.182 

175 Sabato 1990, 243–74.
176 Scobie 1954, 37–38.
177 Cortés Conde 1989, 19–30; Vélez Sarsfield quotation 29. estimates of the money supply vary, 

but everyone agrees that it contracted during 1862–65. Chiaramonte 1971, 58, estimates that the 
money supply was 340 million paper pesos in 1862. Cortés Conde 1989, 42, calculates that it had 
contracted to 305 million pesos by 1864. they agree that the money supply was 298 million pesos in 
1865. adelman 1995, 245, calculates a starker contraction, from 378 million paper pesos in 1862 to 
230 million by 1865.

178 oszlak 1982, 194.
179 oszlak 1982, 204–205. 
180 Platt 1983, 33. argentina’s only outstanding foreign debt before the war was its 1824 loan, 

which had been in default but was rescheduled in 1857. ferns 1960, 319–20.
181 the state funded remaining war expenses by issuing promissory notes to military men and bor-

rowing from the Banco de la Provincia de Buenos aires. Platt 1983, 33–40, quotation 37; Marichal 
1989, 92–93.

182 Marichal 1989, 93–94, 243.
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during the war, the government halted the valorization of the peso. 
the monetary situation had stabilized, but as the peso gained value, 
money became tight. the estancieros’ advocacy group, the Sociedad 
rural argentina, argued in 1866 that an appreciating peso “ruined the 
country’s source of wealth: the countryside” and would mean the es-
tancieros’ “inevitable” ruin “in short time.”183 By contrast, the newspa-
per La Nación, a mouthpiece for mercantile interests, desired further 
strengthening of the peso to promote imports, the more valuable part 
of argentine trade.184 (imports always outpaced exports between 1861 
and 1875.) to stop valorization, the estancieros sought an official peg, 
which they received in 1867 with the formation of the oficina de Cam-
bios.185 yet despite the peg and chronic trade deficits, the money supply 
expanded considerably during the war—from 316 million to 583 mil-
lion paper pesos—because argentina helped supply the Brazilian army, 
and the influx of Brazilian capital enabled emissions from the oficina 
de Cambios. in addition, the Banco de la Provincia de Buenos aires 
started issuing (and the state began accepting) metallic notes in 1866.186 
Monetary policy thereby facilitated the estancieros’ economic goal of ac-
cess to credit for wool production.187 Meanwhile, fiscal policy remained 
centered on trade duties, which accounted for 95 percent of ordinary 
income during the war.188 

after the war, monetary policy continued to favor the estancieros. 
in 1872, the government established a mortgage bank in Buenos aires 
province. the bank issued interest-bearing letters of mortgage credit 
(cédulas), which functioned like revolving lines of credit, encouraged 
land speculation, and promoted inflation.189 in addition, the Banco de 
la Provincia de Buenos aires, which was not bound by the oficina de 
Cambios’ peg, continued expanding the money supply. La Nación ob-
jected, but to no avail.190 When peacetime ended the influx of Brazilian 
capital, argentina’s chronic trade deficits quickly depleted the oficina 
de Cambios’ metallic reserves, from $f15 million (pesos fuertes) in 
1872 to less than $f3 million in 1875.191 the government exhausted 

183 Quoted in Chiaramonte 1971, 59.
184 Chiaramonte 1971, 60.
185 Chiaramonte 1971, 57–61; Panettieri 1980, 389–93. the peg was twenty-five paper pesos to 

one peso fuerte. adelman 1995, 245, and reber 1979, 32, note, however, that the growing scarcity of 
paper pesos bothered merchants, too.

186 Panettieri 1980, 392–94; Cortés Conde 1989, 42, 47–50, 94.
187 Cf. Sabato 1990, 255–62.
188 oszlak 1982, 204–5.
189 ferns 1960, 370–71.
190 Cortés Conde 1989, 82–84. ranchers were prominent among the directors of the Banco de la 

Provincia de Buenos aires and the provincial mortgage bank. Sabato 1990, 273–74.
191 Panettieri 1980, 392–94.
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its reserves shortly thereafter and made its quarterly debt payment in 
June 1876 with paper pesos (not gold). it avoided default by securing a 
short-term loan from Baring Brothers.192 Convertibility was suspended 
in 1876, and the paper peso lost more than a quarter of its value by the 
end of the 1870s.193 

argentina was in an economic crisis, which greatly worried the coun-
try’s net creditors. the paper peso depreciated by about 20 percent in 
the months immediately following the end of convertibility.194 inflation 
accelerated.195 British capitalists were most exposed to these problems; 
indeed “currency depreciation threatened the profits of import-export 
merchants far more than any government device to raise revenue.”196 
British investors also held large amounts of public and railroad debt; 
about 80 percent of all British investment in argentina pivoted on the 
government’s ability to repay them.197 yet the state’s fiscal foundation 
seemed increasingly precarious. Consider three changes between the 
years 1865–69 and 1870–76. argentina’s budget deficits as a proportion 
of exports doubled. the share of debt service to overall expenditures 
grew from 21 percent to 38 percent. and perhaps most important, debt 
service as a proportion of state revenues increased from 28 percent to 
61 percent.198 

in 1875–76, policymakers debated remedies to the fiscal crisis. the 
two main proposals were (1) raising import duties, or (2) suspending 
debt payments.199 argentina’s net creditors were frustrated that signifi-
cant fiscal diversification and taxes on landed wealth were nonstarters. 
La Prensa, a newspaper sensitive to British interests, questioned the 
logic of proposals to raise import duties while lowering export duties. 
it argued that exporters were better able to absorb higher taxes than 
were consumers, who bore the brunt of import duties.200 the london 
Times was blunter, editorializing that the problems caused by revenue 
shortfalls would not abate “unless the capacities of the country to bear 
internal taxation . . . can be extensively brought into play to fill up the 
deficiency.” Merchant firms in liverpool, london, and Manchester 
published a letter alongside the editorial and advocated more internal 

192 ferns 1960, 380; Marichal 1989, 105.
193 Panettieri 1980, 394–95.
194 Panettieri 1980, 395.
195 della Paolera and taylor 2001, 13–14. there had been a modest rise in price indices under the 

convertibility regime.
196 reber 1979, 29.
197 ferns 1960, 327–28.
198 Calculations based on data from Chiaramonte 1971, 38–39, 90; Cortés Conde 1989, 33, 86, 

112; oszlak 1982, 204–5, 262.
199 Chiaramonte 1971, 112–16, 181–203.
200 La Prensa 1875; La Prensa 1876. 
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taxation because “the argentines, as a nation, [are] a very lightly taxed 
people.”201 yet argentine policymakers were not persuaded. they raised 
import duties and added some taxes on consumer goods but left landed 
wealth untouched.202 the estancieros had “managed to paralyze” such 
desires.203 the state’s fiscal configuration did not change remarkably.

Policymakers reaffirmed this orientation a few years later. in 1880–
81, the budget deficit widened despite growing exports, which sent 
President Julio roca scrambling for short-term financing.204 rather 
than diversify taxes, the government initiated a bonds-for-land swap 
with estancieros. ranchers loaned the government money as a stop-
gap and later redeemed their bonds for 20 million hectares that the 
state was then adding to the national domain through the Conquest 
of the desert (the subjugation of indian tribes in southern argentina). 
the state received some one-off revenue, but not a new perennial tax, 
while the estancieros added massively to their landholdings.205 rodolfo 
ortega Peña and eduardo luis duhalde, in their history of Baring 
Brothers in argentina, conclude that the government guaranteed its 
foreign debt payments through the bond program.206 

the predilection for debt financing accelerated in the 1880s. as 
ranchers were taking part in the bonds-for-land swap, they were deep-
ening their position as debtors through the growing use of cédulas, 
the letters of mortgage credit. Much of the financing for these mort-
gage bonds came from unsuspecting British subscribers.207 gerardo 
della Paolera and alan taylor characterize the 1880s as “at worst . . . a 
highly leveraged government-backed Ponzi scheme.”208 in the 1890s, 
argentina experienced the Baring Crisis (an acute recession), two at-
tendant defaults, massive inflation, and currency depreciation. yet the 
decade was a boon to estancieros, as “public funds (had become) a fa-
vored instrument for private accumulation.”209 through it all, the fis-
cal apparatus remained flimsy. Some new taxes in the 1890s targeted 
foreign firms and workers, through taxes on alcohol for example, but 
estancieros remained shielded.210 in sum, argentina did not lack stimuli 
for fiscal development; the country fought a grand war, took on lots of 

201 Times 1876.
202 Cortés Conde 1989, 117–20.
203 oszlak 1982, 214.
204 Cortés Conde 1989, 147, 149–54.
205 oszlak 1982, 214–15.
206 ortega Peña and luis duhalde 1968, 186–87.
207 ferns 1960, 370–71.
208 della Paolera and taylor 2001, 58.
209 Marichal 1989, 139–70, quote 158.
210 oszlak 1982, 204–5; Schwartz 1989, 217–21.
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debt, and scarcely taxed key portions of the economy. in addition, there 
were vocal advocates for fiscal reform—they simply lacked the political 
strength to propel much change.

conclusion

there is an intuitive logic that war-making leads to state building. yet 
some polities that went to war in early modern europe were torpid in 
the face of acute fiscal pressures. Similarly, warfare in the developing 
world has not produced the fiscal states anticipated by bellicist theory. it 
is clear that war does not functionally result in centralization or institu-
tion building. We try to supply part of the answer to the question, when 
does warfare lead to state building? the composition of ruling coali-
tions helps elucidate why some countries strengthen tax institutions to 
deal with their wartime debts, while others do not. ultimately, rulers are 
supported by a political coalition, and the interests of coalition mem-
bers can go far to explain why bellicist pressures may not result in fiscal 
diversification and institution building, even when it seems manifestly 
sensible.

appendix

descriptive statistics

Variable Observations Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Per capita tax revenue (in gold grams) 640 4.76 3.88 0.33 21.65
Protect capital 640 2.43 1.88 1 7
urbanization 640 0.117 0.080 0.042 0.324
War deaths 640 0.003 0.008 0 0.046
Protect × war deaths 640 0.006 0.017 0 0.092
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